
                                                                                                              
CHITTENDEN COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION 1 

PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE - MINUTES 2 
 3 
DATE:  Wednesday, November 12, 2014 4 
TIME:  2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 5 
PLACE: CCRPC Offices, 110 West Canal Street, Suite 202, Winooski, VT  6 

 7 
1. Welcome and Introductions  8 
Joss Besse called the meeting to order at 2:35 p.m.   9 
 10 
2. Approval of September 24, 2014 Minutes   11 
 12 
Alex Weinhagen made a motion, seconded by Ken Belliveau, to approve the September 24, 2014 minutes.  No 13 
further discussion.  MOTION PASSED.   14 
 15 
3. Permit Tracking Research Update 16 
Regina Mahony provided the PAC with a memo describing the permit tracking software research that Lee 17 
Krohn has done so far.  Regina specifically pointed out the template the Massachusetts RPCs designed for use 18 
in Microsoft Access – this is available as a free download; and CitizenServe which Barre City has been using 19 
with great success.  Regina and Lee will set-up an online live demo of CitizenServe and invite PAC members.  20 
CCRPC will continue to research the various software packages and provide this information in a simple 21 
matrix along with a white paper.   22 
 23 
4. Permit Reform Recommendations  24 
Charlie Baker provided the PAC with a general overview of Improving Vermont’s Permitting System – 25 
CCRPC Permit Improvement Committee’s recommendations for CCRPC Board approval.  These 26 
recommendations are not in response to any specific legislation, but more general and contain similar concepts 27 
that this Committee drafted in 2011 and 2013.  The PAC specifically discussed the Act 250 jurisdiction and 28 
Act 250 traffic impact under the Smart Growth recommendations; and review times, vesting and integrated 29 
municipal and state permitting recommendations under the Permitting Process recommendations.   30 
 31 
Regarding the Act 250 jurisdiction recommendation (Smart Growth #2) discussion included: get rid of rules 32 
when duplicative, continue limiting Act 250 review when municipalities are doing good planning, do away 33 
with Act 250 review in growth centers by removing thresholds and remove Act 250 jurisdiction for buildings 34 
previously built before the designation was established, and remove Village designations from this 35 
recommendation as Act 250 concerns may not be addressed adequately with Village Center designations.  It 36 
was also recommended that Permitting Process #6a be combined with Smart Growth #2.  Regarding the Act 37 
250 traffic impact recommendation (Smart Growth #4) clarify this recommendation because Act 250 already 38 
provides credit for pre-existing development (but not if vacant for an extended period of time and if the site 39 
was not covered by Act 250 previously).  Regarding the review times recommendation (Permitting Process 40 
#2a) clarify that this refers to State Agencies except Act 250.   41 
 42 
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Joss Besse, Bolton 
Eranthie Yeshwant, Winooski 
Alex Weinhagen, Hinesburg 
Paul Conner, South Burlington 
Dean Pierce, Shelburne 
Ken Belliveau, Williston 
Harris Roen, Burlington 
Clare Rock, Richmond 
Sarah Hadd, Colchester 
Jennifer Murray, Jericho (for hearing) 
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Regarding the vesting recommendation (Permitting Process #4a) there was a great deal of discussion over 1 
when vesting occurs.  Charlie Baker explained the intent behind this recommendation which is to clarify when 2 
vesting takes place as it seems to vary by municipality, and to provide developers with an immutable decision 3 
on number of units and use prior to detailed and costly engineering - understanding that if that engineering 4 
requires a change in the number of units they’d have to amend.  Williston’s regulations are very clear when 5 
vesting occurs, Colchester relies on case law that points to preliminary decisions as vested, Hinesburg 6 
considers sketch approval vested since the DRB takes a formal vote and issues a written decision.  Paul 7 
Conner indicated that there may be some benefit in clarifying this in State Statute, however that will then 8 
remove a level of flexibility at the municipal level that can be helpful in establishing streamlining appropriate 9 
to each municipality.  The PAC asked if this is creating a problem rather than correcting one that may not 10 
exist.  Regina explained that the recommendation is rooted in a feeling that the development community 11 
doesn’t know when vesting occurs from one municipality to the next (this was also expressed at the Vermont 12 
Developers conference) and that costly engineering is needed before vesting occurs.  Ken Belliveau explained 13 
in Williston you can’t figure out your density without doing some pretty sophisticated engineering.  The 14 
recommendation should be clarified that we are talking about local approvals.  Alex Weinhagen indicated that 15 
the language as written does not specify how and when vesting should happen, it just recommends that it be 16 
clarified, and he stated that he is fine with that recommendation.   17 
 18 
Regarding the integrated municipal and state permitting recommendations (Permitting Process #6c) South 19 
Burlington has not conditioned DRB approvals on State permits because they don’t want it to be assumed that 20 
they are enforcing those permits, Williston does and you can’t get a Zoning Permit until you show the 21 
necessary State permits.  Sarah Hadd stated that we are basically moving to this already with various 22 
requirements and she sees no problem with doing this – it seems like a reasonable responsibility to take on 23 
along with asking for limited Act 250 reviews.  24 
 25 
Clare Rock suggested a recommendation to modernize notice requirements to allow for other options (as 26 
opposed to certified mail) and include consistent municipal review notifications.  Dean Pierce described that 27 
they have done this within their own bylaws.  The PAC also discussed that certified mailings are appropriate 28 
for some things like decisions and zoning violations.  29 
 30 
5. Act 250 Potential Review Policy Changes 31 
Regina Mahony provided the PAC with a memo describing three legislative changes that impact Act 250, and 32 
described how CCRPC is addressing these changes in their Act 250 reviews.  These changes and discussion 33 
included:  34 

• Act 147 of 2014 replaced the previous 10 VSA §6086(a)(9)(L) ‘Rural Growth Areas’ with ‘Settlement 35 
Patterns’, effective June 1, 2014.  Regina showed the PAC the location of three recent Act 250 36 
applications and showed how CCRPC interpreted the new 9(L) in these circumstances.  In one 37 
circumstance, next to the The Essex, it was clear that the project area met the definition of existing 38 
settlement.  However, projects on Water Tower Hill in Colchester and off of Industrial Avenue in 39 
Williston don’t meet the strict definition of existing settlement despite the fact that these areas are 40 
clearly already developed and really don’t represent strip development.  However, CCRPC found that 41 
they do meet the definition of strip development and the projects are clearly infill and therefore should 42 
meet 9(L) – however, it still doesn’t seem like the correct analysis that these areas should be reviewed 43 
through as existing office parks and industrial parks are not acknowledged within the existing 44 
definitions.  Regina indicated that CCRPC will likely provide the Natural Resources Board with 45 
feedback on these.  The PAC indicated that there are some facilities – like a metal recycling facility – 46 
that should clearly be in an industrial area and not in Downtowns.   47 

• Act 147 of 2014 added 10 VSA §6086(a)(5)(B) – incorporation of transportation demand management 48 
strategies, effective June 1, 2014.  Regina indicated that CCRPC has already been making TDM 49 
recommendations and this new criterion helps support these efforts in appropriate areas. 50 

• Act 145 of 2014 established a mechanism for collection of transportation impact fees, effective July 1, 51 
2014.  Regina indicated that the District Commission has been conditioning permits with 52 
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transportation impact fees and CCRPC is trying to recommending the collection of impact fees in an 1 
equitable manner.   2 

 3 
Regina explained that the Executive Committee reviewed these changes as well.  At this time they don’t feel a 4 
change is needed to the CCRPC Guidelines and Standards for Reviewing Act 250 and Section 248 5 
Applications, however they suggested we may want to provide feedback to the Natural Resources Board as 6 
they develop rulemaking on 9(L). 7 
 8 
6. Jericho Plan Public Hearing for Amendments to the 2011 Town Plan  9 
 10 
Public hearing opened (3:55pm).  No one from the public was in attendance.  Public Hearing closed.   11 
 12 
Regina Mahony provided an overview of the Plan amendments.  The Town of Jericho is on schedule to update 13 
their Town Plan in 2016; however with Act 59 they had to update their Town Plan to include a Village Center 14 
Designation map in order to renew their designation.  Because flood resiliency and economic development are 15 
new requirements since the last Plan update, flood resiliency language had to be included, and economic 16 
development was already included.  Regina found that these sections met the requirements and recommended 17 
that the PAC forward the Plan to the CCRPC Board for approval.  The Selectboard has their public hearing the 18 
night before the CCRPC Board hearing. 19 
 20 
Ken Belliveau indicated that the majority of the data is from the 2000 Census since the 2011 Plan was likely 21 
drafted before the 2010 Census was released.  With this approval the Plan won’t need to be updated until 2019 22 
and the data will then be 20 years old.  The PAC discussed how this has been addressed in the past.  Regina 23 
indicated that we don’t have any real authority to provide our approval for a period of time less than 5 years.  24 
Paul Conner agreed with the importance of updating the data, however, not for the sake of updating without 25 
any new analysis.  Sarah Hadd indicated that there is some 2010 housing data included and it shows relatively 26 
flat growth, so the data isn’t likely to show much change even if it was updated.  In addition, they recognized 27 
that in this case Jericho is being forced to do a Plan amendment prior to when they otherwise would.  Jennifer 28 
Murray indicated that they still intend to update the Plan in 2016 (though largely for the FBC area only), and 29 
they are only referring to this as an interim update.  Ken Belliveau indicated that it would be helpful to have a 30 
set policy on this so everyone is on the same playing field.  The PAC decided to add a note to their motion 31 
identifying that they understand the data will be updated in 2016.  32 
 33 
There was also some discussion regarding whether flood resiliency was clearly included in the goals and 34 
strategies.  While the content is there the exact words are not.  The Staff report included a recommendation 35 
that this connection is improved in the next Plan.  Clare Rock asked if the State provides any specific guidance 36 
in how to meet the new requirement.  The PAC described that there is a lot of flexibility in how you can 37 
properly plan for flood resiliency because municipalities have different circumstances  - including entire 38 
downtowns within floodplains.  There was also some discussion about the budget and how the miscellaneous 39 
line has decreased, and how this is unfortunate as that money could be leveraged as matches for MPGs and 40 
other planning grants. 41 
 42 
Alex Weinhagen made a motion, seconded by Paul Conner, that the PAC finds that the draft 2014 Jericho 43 
Town Plan, as submitted, meets all statutory requirements for CCRPC approval, and that the municipality's 44 
planning process meets all statutory requirements for CCRPC confirmation, recognizing that the Town will do 45 
a more complete update in 2016 including a data update.  Upon notification that the Plan has been adopted by 46 
the municipality, CCRPC staff will review the plan, and any information relevant to the confirmation process, 47 
for changes.  If staff determines that changes are substantive, those changes will be forwarded to the PAC for 48 
review.  Otherwise the PAC recommends that the Plan, and the municipal planning process, should be 49 
forwarded to the CCRPC Board for approval.  No further discussion.  MOTION PASSED.  Jennifer Murray 50 
abstained. 51 
 52 
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6. Regional Act 250/Section 248 Projects in the Horizon  1 
• Burlington – Nothing new  2 
• Williston – Nothing new 3 
• Shelburne – new project east of Mobile Home Park with approximately 100 units   4 
• Colchester – explained an interesting Act 250 decision for a veterinary application up by Exit 17 5 

which was required to do onsite ag mitigation for two acres.  The location is in between the existing 6 
vet office and a dog kennel and been under the same ownership for quite some time.  Not likely to be a 7 
location for a farm.   8 

• Bolton – nothing 9 
• Jericho – nothing new 10 
• Richmond – nothing 11 
• Hinesburg – 10,000 sq.ft. of commercial behind Kinney Drug. 12 
• So. Burlington – 40 – 50 units behind Willie Racine Jeep; Meadowland Business Park with 3 lots and 13 

1 commercial building for 15,000 ft.sq. and the Kimball Ave. Ireland project. 14 
• Winooski – nothing new 15 

   16 
6. Other Business 17 
 18 

a. Meeting schedule – Regina has not heard any challenges with meeting on the second Wednesday of 19 
the month, so the PAC will stick with that new day and the next meeting will take place on January 20 
14th from 2:30 to 4:30pm. 21 

b. CCRPC TMDL Recommendations – the Executive Committee memo was included in your packet as a 22 
FYI.  These were reviewed by the TAC and the Executive Committee and submitted to the State.  23 

c. DHCD Planning Manual Update –Act 146 of 2014 is requiring ACCD to update the Planning Manual.  24 
They plan to get it done in house within the year.  The PAC wondered if new planners would be a 25 
good target audience for this as they would more likely use it, though the PAC in its entirety would be 26 
happy to vet pieces of the new Plan along the way.  Regina suggested that this is also a helpful 27 
resource for new Board/Commission members.  Sarah indicated that they only intend to publish the 28 
new manual on the web so perhaps CCRPC could provide some funding for printing a few for those 29 
who are not yet online.     30 

d. Sustaining Agriculture Guide – Regina quickly showed the PAC the online location for the newly 31 
released Sustaining Ag Guide modules. 32 

e. UPWP Requests – Regina explained that the UPWP solicitation will go out this week, and reminded 33 
the PAC to please ask for all the assistance you think you will need including Staff hours. 34 

f. Clare Rock asked about adding CRS to a PAC agenda.  Regina will add it to the list and ask Dan about 35 
it as he has been helping Colchester with this.  36 
 37 

7. Adjourn 38 
The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.  The next meeting will take place on November 12, 2014 from 2:30pm to 39 
4:30pm.   40 
 41 
Respectfully submitted, Regina Mahony 42 
 43 


